REOPENING GUIDE
For Collage Dance Conservatory students

QUICK GUIDE FOR STUDENTS

WHEN YOU ARRIVE TO COLLAGE, A CLEAN MASK WILL BE PROVIDED. WHEN YOU LEAVE COLLAGE, PLACE USED MASKS INTO THE DESIGNATED BIN.

When do I need to wear a mask?

Masks are required at all times:

☑️ When arriving and departing
☑️ During your class
☑️ When going to the restroom

When and where do I enter the building?

You may enter Collage 15 minutes before class begins:
1. Have your parent complete the pre-entry survey
2. Get your temperature taken
3. Pick up a clean mask to wear at all times
4. Remove your street shoes and place them, and all belongings in a plastic bag
5. Enter using Entrance A

Can I use the dressing room or the restroom?

You cannot use the dressing rooms. Arrive wearing your ballet clothes under a cover-up that you can easily remove and place in a plastic bag (to be provide) once you get in the studio.

Use the restroom before leaving home. Students should only use one of the four private restrooms in the conservatory wing if it’s an “emergency.”

Will class be like it used to be?

Class will be a little different than it used to be.

• You will have your own designated spot in the studio where you should keep your belongings with you at all times.
• Make sure to bring your own water bottle with you to class.
• Listen to your teacher who will make sure your class is conducted safely.

What happens when class is finished?

Follow Collage staff out of the correct exit door for your class. Take all of your belongings with you after each class. Make sure your parent or caregiver is there to pick you up on time.

What if I am not feeling well?

If you do not feel well, do not come to class. Tell your parent or caregiver to call or email Collage. Make sure to tell your teacher if you don’t feel well at any time during your class.

READ FULL INSTRUCTIONS AT COLLAGEDANCE.ORG/REOPENING-GUIDE